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CEO’s Message
Dear Patrons,
When we think of courage, we often think of extraordinary feats. We think of individuals who
succeed against tremendous odds in achieving their goals. We think big.
But these are not the only times when courage has an impact on us. We often overlook
everyday acts of courage—when we seek to understand ourselves; when we challenge our
own perspectives; or when we allow others to know ourselves on a personal level. All these
acts require us to overcome an initial fear, to disregard fear in the quest for something better.
We celebrate courage in its many forms at Huayi – Chinese Festival of Arts, which leads the
Huayi also celebrates its tenth birthday
this year over ten days of diverse programmes featuring the brightest Chinese artists, where
and the sharing of private thoughts and feelings.
At Tan Dun Martial Arts Trilogy, Academy and Grammy Award-winning composer and
conductor Tan Dun, with the Singapore Festival Orchestra, guides us along the epic journeys
of three protagonists from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Hero, and The Banquet. We
in Crosstalk Travellers, presented by internationally celebrated Chinese playwright Stan Lai, who
also pioneered the crosstalk play form the production is in. And characters in a marital drama discover
and face their true selves in the Huayi festival-commissioned Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,
directed by Nelson Chia and featuring accomplished veteran Singapore actors.
At Melodies of Classic Virtues: San Zi Jing and Di Zi Gui, classic Chinese texts on ethics
are given modern musical interpretations under the capable baton of Tsung Yeh conducting
the Singapore Chinese Orchestra. We witness the technically and physically challenging
Water Stains on the Wall by Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan, as renowned
choreographer Li Hwai-min brings the beauty of Chinese ink painting to the stage. And
One Hundred Years of Solitude 10.0 – Cultural Revolution wordlessly shares its bold view of
societal relationships over history in a collaboration between Zuni Icosahedron from Hong
Kong, led by their acclaimed Artistic Director Danny Yung, and Drama Box from Singapore.
The in::music
Huayi’s calendar of events, brings us
three singer-songwriters—Taiwanese “music poet” Summer Lei, Natural Q’s ex-frontwoman
Wei Ru Xuan and Singapore’s Serene Koong, a rising star in the regional Chinese music
scene—who open their hearts to us.
For parents and their little ones, The Baby Panda presents an interactive story on respect
and courage. And The Theatre Practice from Singapore presents Mulan – The Legendary
Heroine, a hands-on experience featuring one of the most beloved Chinese heroines.
There is still more on offer with our schedule of free performances featuring mass singalongs, traditional Chinese puppetry, and music and acrobatics showcases. We invite you to
of daring and boldness in Chinese culture today.
Yours sincerely,

Benson Puah
The Esplanade Co Ltd
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COURAGE
boldness, bravery, daring;
the ability to disregard fear

勇

勇敢、英勇、有勇略、
有无视恐惧的能力

Courage is present in all new beginnings.
Creating a work of art is an act of
courage. In exploring new vocabularies,
digging deep into the collective psyche,
or uncovering new ways of approaching
tradition and life, all forms of art-making
demonstrate the mental and moral
strength needed to persevere to create
something which had not formerly existed
before.
In Chinese culture, there are countless
narratives of courage extolled in song,
drama and text. Huayi – Chinese Festival
of Arts
to mark the Lunar New Year, summons
the spirit of courage needed for the
undertaking of every new endeavour.

to embrace life with a greater sense of
purpose and a dauntless spirit.
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Director’s Message

During one of our production meetings, I half-jokingly said that the directorial
concept for this play is to have no concept. In a way, the proposal to stage
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? at this year’s Huayi – Chinese Festival of Arts
aims to return the realistic rendition of classic plays to our stage, and by
doing so, revisit some of the fundamental works of an actor’s art, such as the
creation of a role, the organisation of psychological through-line, the analysis
of subtexts, the skills of driving speech, and the performance of actions, etc.
There are three reasons for these aims. Firstly, there has been a shortage of
classic plays staged in Singapore Chinese theatre. Because of that, actors
don’t get to hone their skills by confronting the challenges of classic plays
and audiences are not given enough opportunities to appreciate the depth
of classic works. Secondly, it seems that Singapore productions are inclined
to place emphasis on directors’ concepts; actors are sometimes relegated
to being only instruments that serve to realise the concept. As such, I think
staging realist plays may help to balance the importance of both groups in the
creation of a work. Thirdly, I have recently been interested in the nature of the
actor’s art and the issue of actor training. At the same time, I am concerned that
without a structure where art is passed on systematically to later generations,
the cultural wealth that our veteran actors have accumulated will soon be lost.
Therefore, I also hope that this production can be a starting point in a series
of attempts to encourage veteran actors to share their experiences and skills;
the older generation of audiences to return to the theatre; and the younger
generation of artists to learn as much as they can from our predecessors.
Oh, and there’s one last reason for staging Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?—
albeit a more personal and frivolous one—and it is because as one approaches
middle age, one can’t help but reminisce and favour the “dated” stuff a little
more.

About the play
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? opened on

Martha, Arthur Hill as George, Melinda Dillon
as Honey and George Grizzard as Nick. It was
directed by Alan Schneider.

for Best Actor and Actress as well. It was also
that award’s drama jury.
However, the award’s advisory board—the trustees
controversial use of profanity and sexual themes,
and overruled the award’s advisory committee,

Source: en.wikipedia.org

Nelson Chia
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About Edward Albee

Synopsis

infant by Reed Albee, the son of Edward Franklin Albee, a powerful American
early with the strong-minded Mrs. Albee who attempted to mold him into a
respectable member of the Larchmont, New York social scene. But the young
Albee refused to be bent to his mother’s will, choosing instead to associate with
artists and intellectuals whom she found, at the very least, objectionable.
At the age of twenty, Albee moved to New York’s Greenwich Village where he
The Zoo Story.
Originally produced in Berlin where it shared the bill with Samuel Beckett’s
Krapp’s Last Tape, The Zoo Story told the story of a drifter who acts out his
own murder with the unwitting aid of an upper-middle-class editor. Along with
other early works such as The Sandbox
The American Dream
The Zoo Story effectively gave birth to American absurdist drama. Albee was
hailed as the leader of a new theatrical movement and labeled as the successor to
Arthur Miller, Tennessee Williams, and Eugene O’Neill. He is, however, probably
more closely related to the likes of such European playwrights as Beckett and
nature of Albee’s plays is never far from the surface. In A Delicate Balance
for example, Harry and Edna carry a mysterious psychic plague into their best
friends’ living room, and George and Martha’s child in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
a pawn invented for use in their twisted, psychological games. In Three Tall Women
act, the same character at different stages of her life.

An elderly professor, George, and his wife, Martha, invites university newcomer,
Nick, and his wife, Honey, over to their place for a late night party. As the night

Albee describes his work as “an examination of the American Scene, an attack

alcohol and using language as weapon, they are compelled to blemish, hurt, seduce
and manipulate, in order to wound their opponents. In the end, mad lies become
their only hope. How will this night of torment end?

that everything in this slipping land of ours is peachy-keen.”

Truth and illusion—can we tell the difference between the two? Do we have the
courage to live in a world with no illusion but our true self?

Although he suffered through a decade of plays that refused to yield a commercial
Three Tall Women
the New York Drama Critics Circle and Outer Critics Circle. He had previously
won Pulitzers for A Delicate Balance
Seascape

Commissioned by Esplanade – Theatres on the Bay, directed by Nelson Chia,
performed by accomplished veteran actors Johnny Ng, Liow Shi Seun, Leanne Ong
Who’s Afraid Of Virginia Woolf?” is an awardwinning classic play by American playwright Edward Albee. This production strives
to bring back the allure of great realist classics in Mandarin through the power of strong
characterisation, exquisite language and compelling performances by the actors.

Source: www.imagi-nation.com

A Huayi
Performed in Mandarin with English surtitles.
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Nelson Chia

Lim Woan Wen

Director

Lighting Designer

A theatre director, actor and educator, Nelson is a graduate of the Theatre Studies

A nocturnal being with an acute interest in light and darkness, Woan Wen is a

worked as a Resident Artist at The Theatre Practice, and as a lecturer in the Theatre

at The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts. Also a Theatre Studies graduate

Associate Artist with The Substation. Nelson is currently a freelance theatre artist
and the Associate Artistic Director of Toy Factory Productions Ltd. He is a founding

Times’ Life!

Straits

actor training and the creation of performances in a collaborative environment.

Darren Ng

Ang Hwee Sim

Sound Designer

Producer

Darren is a Singapore-based music composer and sound artist who has been active

Hwee Sim has worked with various arts, media and entertainment-related

productions under his belt. Currently an Associate Sound Artist with The Finger
Players and signed under Kitchen. Label, he has received ten nominations and four
Straits Times Life! Theatre Awards for Best Sound for his works thus far, as well as
received an Honourable Mention for Special Achievement for Best Sounds.

to script development to marketing communications and finance management,
her diverse experience was gained with employers such as the Singapore Film
Commission, MediaCorp Raintree Pictures, Singapore International Film Festival,
independent films and performing arts projects.

Chan Lee Lee

Production Manager
freelance theatre practitioner. She has been actively involved in production
management and stage management with various theatre companies. She
is also obsessed with creating beautiful things, and that largely reflects in her
passion for props creation. The Visit of the Tai Tai with Wildrice; Prelude to a Kiss
with Action Theatre; Titoudao, December Rain and 881 with TOY Factory
Productions Ltd; The Spirits Play, If There’re Seasons and Liao Zhai Rock with
The Theatre Practice; Fried Rice Paradise with Singapore Repertory Theatre;
The Hossan Leong Show 2011 with Dream TV are some of her production credits.

Kok Wan Ching
Costume

Wan Ching is a bilingual performer who has worked with several theatre
companies including The Theatre Practice, Toy Factory Productions Ltd, puppet
theatre companies The Finger Players and Paper Monkey Theatre, as well as
dance company ECNAD. She is an Associate Artist with Drama Box and recently
devised and performed in Drama Box’s ignorLAND of its Desires
in an outdoor location in the complex and colourful vicinity of Geylang. She is
costumes for AGOP’S LIV

A Note Went Off in My Head

Marcus Khoo
Make-up

Wong Chee Wai
Set Designer

Chee Wai is a full-time freelance set designer in Singapore. He has designed
for various theatre companies such as Drama Box, Toy Factory Productions
Ltd, The Theatre Practice, W!LD RICE, Singapore Repertory Theatre, etc.
His set designs have received numerous nominations at the Straits
Times Life! Theatre Awards, where he was awarded Best Set Design for
The Last Temptation of Stamford Raffles
Titoudao
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Marcus’ first foray in the world of performing arts started at The Chinese High
School. An innocent interest grew into a fervent passion as he took upon
different tasks in stage production, from set and prop construction, to costume
design, stage make-up and even directing. After graduating from Zing the
Giuliano Fujiwara runway shows in Shanghai and Beijing. Locally, his makeup
works can also be found in various fashion periodicals like Vogue Singapore,
Harper’s Bazaar and L’Officiel Singapore. This production marks his return to his
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Cast
Johnny Ng

Leanne Ong

as George

as Honey

Since graduating from Practice Performing Arts School’s Acting Course
mandarin theatre scene, undertaking challenging roles in many of Kuo
Pao Kun’s plays over the years. A recipient of the Best Actor Award at the
The Theatre Practice’s productions including the original Lao Jiu
His recent theatre works include If There’re Seasons
I Love A-Ai
appeared in the Singapore television series Right Frequency
Family Combo
Unarmed Combat
I Not Stupid 2

The Crab Flower Club

Liow Shi Suen

Jeffrey Low

as Martha

as Nick

Communications, Liow Shi Suen went on to play the many roles of a Chinese
Language lecturer, linguistic trainer, translator, lecturer, dubbing producer,
director, television and theatre artiste. A veteran in the Singapore media
television and movie production in scriptwriting, translation, editing, directing
and commercial voicing. She has also taken on leading and supporting roles
in numerous theatre performances such as The Crab Flower Club
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Research Programme, Leanne has performed in numerous major theatre
roles including Kuo Pao Kun’s The Day I Met the Prince and The Spirits
Play, working with directors from Singapore, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Australia and England. She has also directed children’s plays and crosstalk performances with the Young People’s Performing Arts Ensemble.
Her recent performances include the poem recitation of The Celestial Web

experiences in numerous television and theatrical productions. A founding
member of Singapore theatre company, Toy Factory, Jeffrey Low is a
versatile bilingual actor actively involved in cross-cultural, cross-language,
cross-media performances. In his formative years, he had the privilege
of being mentored by Singapore theatre doyen, Kuo Pao Kun. His recent
theatre performances include Descendants of the Eunuch Admiral
Best Ensemble Performance, Straits Times Life!
Big Fool
Lee
Straits Times Life!
Moonstory
If There’re Seasons
December Rains
Best Supporting Actor, Straits Times Life!
currently a Senior Producer Presenter/Creative Producer with SAFRA radio
Jia FM.
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QnA with the cast
When and how did you
become an actor?

Which is the landmark production
you were involved in, and
why do you regard it so?
When you are playing a character, the key is to
experience the person that you can never be in real

dramas. When I joined the then Children
Broadcasting group, we were taught by Lin
Gang, Huang De Wang and Qiu Sheng Yang,
who were broadcasters. Together with the other
children, I performed in plays, and read articles,
prose and short stories etc. The younger children
were led by the older ones, and we learned
Hanyu Pinyin, singing and the harmonica. Every
Sunday morning to afternoon, we were in a
learning environment of sharing, working, acting
and showing deference to our seniors.
I started in Secondary school by doing storytelling and making speeches on stage. When
activities when I was with the theatre group,
Luwei Performing Arts Fellowship. Although I am
outgoing by nature, I never thought of becoming
think I could support myself if I had become an
actress. Moreover, I had a permanent job as a
dubbing director, so I thought even if I was not
performing on stage, I was still doing something
related to it.

that character, that’ll be a bonus… I remember
Tiger Amulet by Guo Moruo, Home adapted by Cao
Yu, and The Spirits Play, The Silly Little Girl The
Funny Old Tree and Descendants of the Eunuch
Admiral all by Kuo Pao Kun. They (and these

My most memorable performance came in Kuo
Pao Kun’s The Fishing Eagle. The story revolved
around a murder victim found in a rubbish dump,
prime suspect. I played the scavenger in this
psychodrama where human nature took a twisted
turn. As the scavenger and I were polar opposites,
it was not easy to portray him. I had to discover
myself through many ways including how I could
portray someone so different. The process in

Nelson Chia

导演

Producer

Ang Hwee Sim

制作

Cast

Johnny Ng
Liow Shi Suen
Leanne Ong

演员

Finally, please share your thoughts
about being involved in this production.

What was it like being an actor
back then? Can you share a few
things that were done differently
compared to now?

It is indeed exciting to be involved in Who’s Afraid
of Virginia Woolf. It’s always exciting to attempt
something new. The misgivings that come with it is
also exciting. Not knowing when those misgivings
will end is another source of excitement. Whatever
it is, I am able, willing and happy to be involved in
this production. Who’s afraid of whom now? Ha!

the sort of relationship that would make for smooth
rehearsals and outstanding performances. The
close friendship that we forged has persisted
till today. In contrast, although the number of
performances is fewer these days, there is the
tendency for actors to get into and out of plays
quickly, perhaps at the expense of bonding.

Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf
production since I came home a year ago after
nearly seven years in Hong Kong. I don’t think the
switch from full-time to part-time theatre will be a
permanent one. It’s just to give me some space to
ponder over my future direction. To some extent, I
have managed to think through the consequences
of both full-time and part-time theatre work during
this time. It has been an exhausting but worthwhile
exercise

junior would follow the senior and they would
do almost everything together – eat together,
learn together, act together, watch performances
together…

My greatest challenge is time, which is in short
supply since I have other matters to attend to, such
as my job. So it’s quite pressurizing. Nonetheless,
I will give it my best shot as I truly like the show.

燊

Jia
Production

Chan Lee Lee

舞督

Set

Wong Chee Wai

舞美

Light

Lim Woan Wen

灯光

Sound

Darren Ng

音艺

Costume

Koh Wan Ching

服装

Props

Chan Lee Lee

道具

ASM

Phua Yun Yun
Keira Lee

助理舞督

Make up

Marcus Khoo

化妆

Hair

Mia Chee

头饰

Surtitles

Shang Dianjun

字幕

Graphic

Karen Chia

平面

a very gratifying experience.

In Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf, the character,
Honey is an easy-going sort; she knows when to
take things seriously and when to let go. I think
that she is in good control. It’s best to admire
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Director

many ways, such as the way I perceive people and
my sense of reasoning.

and my inaugural performance was in Lao Jiu,
directed by the late Kuo Pao Kun. I was young
and energetic then. But I soon realised that living
the experiences of my characters was important
as it helped me to understand myself better. This
“desire to know” has since been the driving force
behind my voyage of self-discovery.

My most memorable experience was during
preparations for the play, Lao Jiu. We camped

Cast and Crew List 演职人员表

Special Thanks
Jia FM
Delvin Lee
Edith Podesta
LASALLE College of the Arts
The Esplanade Co Ltd
Toy Factory Productions Ltd

特别感谢

Produced by special arrangement with WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.
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Dear Patrons,

总裁的话

When we think of courage, we often think of extraordinary feats. We think of individuals who
succeed against tremendous odds in achieving their goals. We think big.
But these are not the only times when courage has an impact on us. We often overlook
everyday acts of courage—when we seek to understand ourselves; when we challenge our
own perspectives; or when we allow others to know ourselves on a personal level. All these
acts require us to overcome an initial fear, to disregard fear in the quest for something better.

导演的话

We celebrate courage in its many forms at Huayi – Chinese Festival of Arts, which leads the
Huayi also celebrates its tenth birthday
this year over ten days of diverse programmes featuring the brightest Chinese artists, where
and the sharing of private thoughts and feelings.
At Tan Dun Martial Arts Trilogy, Academy and Grammy Award-winning composer and
conductor Tan Dun, with the Singapore Festival Orchestra, guides us along the epic journeys
of three protagonists from Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, Hero, and The Banquet. We
in Crosstalk Travellers, presented by internationally celebrated Chinese playwright Stan Lai, who
also pioneered the crosstalk play form the production is in. And characters in a marital drama discover
and face their true selves in the Huayi festival-commissioned Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?,
directed by Nelson Chia and featuring accomplished veteran Singapore actors.
At Melodies of Classic Virtues: San Zi Jing and Di Zi Gui, classic Chinese texts on ethics
are given modern musical interpretations under the capable baton of Tsung Yeh conducting
the Singapore Chinese Orchestra. We witness the technically and physically challenging
Water Stains on the Wall by Cloud Gate Dance Theatre of Taiwan, as renowned
choreographer Li Hwai-min brings the beauty of Chinese ink painting to the stage. And
One Hundred Years of Solitude 10.0 – Cultural Revolution wordlessly shares its bold view of
societal relationships over history in a collaboration between Zuni Icosahedron from Hong
Kong, led by their acclaimed Artistic Director Danny Yung, and Drama Box from Singapore.
The in::music
Huayi’s calendar of events, brings us
three singer-songwriters—Taiwanese “music poet” Summer Lei, Natural Q’s ex-frontwoman
Wei Ru Xuan and Singapore’s Serene Koong, a rising star in the regional Chinese music
scene—who open their hearts to us.
For parents and their little ones, The Baby Panda presents an interactive story on respect
and courage. And The Theatre Practice from Singapore presents Mulan – The Legendary
Heroine, a hands-on experience featuring one of the most beloved Chinese heroines.
There is still more on offer with our schedule of free performances featuring mass singalongs, traditional Chinese puppetry, and music and acrobatics showcases. We invite you to
of daring and boldness in Chinese culture today.
Yours sincerely,

燊
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《谁怕吴尔芙？》
原剧本
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Edward Albee
爱德华 埃尔比
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剧情简介

谢燊杰

导演

燊

燊

燊

翁蕙心

燊
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制作人

曾梨莉

舞督/道具

黄志伟

舞美设计
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林菀雯

演职
人员

灯光设计

黄家强
饰 George

黄泽晖

许婉婧

音艺

服装设计
笌

邱文骠
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刘诗璇
饰 Martha

化妆
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与演员的对话

演职
人员

你是从什么时候开始演戏
并如何开始的？

王德亮

曾经参与演出的哪部戏是你认为
印象最深刻的？为什么？
王德亮

王德亮

饰 Honey
黄家强

刘诗璇

刘俊葳

最后，请说说参与这部
《谁怕吴尔芙？》的感想。
王德亮

刘俊葳
饰 Nick
从前作为演员是怎样的？
相较于现在，是否可以与大家分享
过去当演员的点滴？

刘诗璇

刘诗璇
刘俊葳

王德亮
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黄家强
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Esplanade is deeply grateful to our 10th Anniversary Partners, Sponsors, Supporters and Donors whose
generosity and commitment to the arts and the community enable us to bring joy to many more
Partner

Commemorative Book Partner

No Signboard Seafood Pte Ltd

Viz Branz Limited

Sponsors

BW Maritime Pte Ltd

Goodrich Global Pte Ltd

Singapore Press Holdings Limited

Tata Communications

Keppel Corporation Limited

Supporters

Bowen Enterprises Pte Ltd

City Developments Limited

City Gas Pte Ltd (as Trustee)

Creative Eateries Pte Ltd

Extra Space Singapore Holdings Pte Ltd

L.C.H. (S) Pte Ltd

Senoko Energy Supply Pte Ltd

Sharp-Roxy
Sharp-Roxy Sales
Sales Singapore
Singapore Pte
Pte Ltd
Ltd

T.K.H Lighting & Electrical Trading Pte Ltd

Tung Lok Millennium Pte Ltd

Donors
Aetos Security Management Pte Ltd
Mr Albert Foo
Blue Speed Construction Pte Ltd
Chye Thiam Maintenance Pte Ltd
Deutsche Bank Singapore Ltd
Esplanade Board Members

CE L

EBR

Focal Investigation & Security Agency Pte Ltd
J & C Services
Japanese Chamber of Commerce & Industry, Singapore
JYD Design Pte Ltd
Mrs Mabel Tan
Ms Mary Anne Tan

Sia Huat Pte Ltd
Ms Terene Seow
The United Agencies Pte Ltd
Wei Long Electronics Engineering Pte Ltd
Wing Khong Pte Ltd
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